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FOREWORD
In order to provide reliable vital statistics, the acceptable
level of completeness of registration coverage is is considered
to be 90 percent or more. However, the measurement of
registration coverage, especially of deaths, is not an simple
matter. Therefore; such measures are not frequently available.
Yet, knowledge of the level of registration coverage is important
in evaluating national health programs which use mortality rates
as targets for attaining health goals.
In this study, members of families that reported deaths of
children under 5 in two national surveys were re-interviewed to
obtain particulars about the death. This information was used in
the search of the death record on file in the registration
office.
This paper was previously published in Demography, Vo1.33,
No.3,329-339, August 1996. It is presented in this series by the
kind permission of the journal Demography.
The views expressed in this report are those of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect those of the IIVRS.
The program of the International Institute for Vital Registration
and Statistics, including the publication and distribution of the
Technical Papers, is supported by a grant from the United Nations
Population Fund.
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ESTIMATING THE COMPLETENESS OF UNDER4 DEATH

STAN BECKER, YOUSSEF WAHEEB, BOTHAINA EL-DEEB, NAGWA KHALLAF, AND ROBERT BLACK

To evaluate the completeness of registration of infant and child
deaths in Egypt, reinterviews were conducted with families who had
reported a death of a child under age 5 in thefive years before the
survey for two national surveys recently conducted in Egypt: the
United Nations PAPCHILD survey of1990-1991 and the Egyptian
Demographic and Health Survey (EDHS) of 1992. The survey instrument included questions regarding notijication of the death at
the local health bureau. If the family said the death had been notip e d , separate employees searched the health bureau records for
the registration. Overall 57% of infant deaths were reported as no
tified and 68% of those death reports werefound; the correspondingfigures for child deaths were 89% and 74%. Using thepercentage reported as notified as an estimate for completeness of registration, we adjusted upward the national infant and child mortality
ratesfrom registration data, giving values of 73 per 1,000for in
fant mortality and 99 for sq,for the period 1987-1990. These values are approximately 20% above the corresponding direct estimatesfrom the PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys.
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n contrast to the situation on other continents, vital registration systems in most African nations are below 90%.cov
erage, the lower limit of “complete” as defined by the United
Nations (1994). Egypt is one exception: Egyptian law states
that deaths must be registered at the local health bureau by
the deceased person’s next of kin before the burial. A copy
of the death record is eventually sent to the capital of the
governorate. From that office, tallies of deaths (e.g., by
‘Stan Bcckcr, Dcpartincnt of Population Dynamics, Johns Hopkins
School of Public Hcalth, 615 North Wolfc Strcct. Baltirnorc, MD, 21205
2179; e-mail: sbcckcr@phnct.sph.jhu.cdu. Yousscf Wahccb, Dcpartment of
Community Mcdicinc, Sucz Canal Univcrsity; Bothaina El-Dceb, Child and
Women Research Division, Central Agcncy for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS); Nagwa Khallaf, ARI Division, Child Survival Projcct,
Ministry of Hcalth; and Robcrt Black, Dcpartincnt of lntcrnational Hcalth,
Johns Hopkins School of Public Hcalth. Baltimore. Thc authors would likc to
thank thc scvcral scorcs of CAPMAS staff incinbcrs who did thc intervicwing, hcalth burcau scarches, and coding of thc data uscd for this study. Staff
mcmbcrs of thc Child Survival Project also workcd diligcntly on this projcct.
In particular, Dr. Sainy El-Ansary handlcd adtninistrativc tnattcrs to makc
thc study possiblc, and Mariain Samir and Mohic Din El-Khatccb did much
of the data entry and programming. This study was fundcd by the U.S.
Agency for lntcrnational Dcvclopmcnt through thc Tcchnical Assistancc
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month and age) are sent to the Central Agency for Public
Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS); the latter produces
statistical reports at the national level.
From analyses of a dual record system in 1974-1975, the
Egyptian birth and death registrations were estimated respectively to be 95% and 87% complete (CAPMAS 1976; Na
tional Academy of Sciences 1982). The estimate of completeness of registration for infant deaths was 67%. Since that
time, the completeness has been estimated through indirect
estimation techniques (United Nations 1983) using census
data of 1976 and 1986 and then comparing the indirect estimates of mortality with the direct estimates. In 1986 cover
age was estimated to be 86% and 74% respectively for male
and female infant deaths (El-Deeb 1990); coverage of deaths
for all ages combined is higher. The precision of these values
is unknown, although it is clear that different assumptions in
the indirect techniques can yield quite different estimates. For
example, the estimate of infant mortality varies according to
the choice of model life table family. Also, indirect estimates
based on woman’s age differ from, those based on marital
duration (National Academy of Sciences 1982:41-43).
The objectives of this study were twofold: first, to determine levels and possible trends and differentials in completeness of registration of infant and child deaths in Egypt, and
second, to use these estimates to adjust reported levels of infant and child mortality for the nation.’
In 1990-1 991 a national household survey (1 1,074
households) was conducted in Egypt under the auspices of
the United Nations and the Pan Arab Project for Child Development (Abdel-Azeem, Farid, and Khalifa 1993). (Hence
forth we refer to this as the PAPCHILD survey.) In the survey questionnaire a complete birth history was administered
to women of reproductive age, and the survival status of each
child was determined. In late 1992 another national survey,
the Egyptian Demographic and Health Survey (EDHS), was
conducted in 10,760 households (El-Zanaty et al. 1993). This
survey also included a complete birth history for married
women of reproductive age and thus obtained information
on infant and child deaths.
These two surveys provided an ideal opportunity for a
project to achieve the objectives stated above without mountI . A third objcctive was to usc a vcrbal autopsy qucstionnairc to dctcrminc thc causcs of thcsc dcaths and to coinpare these with causcs assigncd
in thc hcalth burcaus. Thc vcrbal autopsy incthods and results on causcs of
dcath will bc rcportcd in a subscqucnt paper.
329
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FIGURE 1. LEXIS DIAGRAM SHOWING AGE AND TIME PERIOD OF PAPCHILD AND EDHS SAMPLE DEATHS
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ing either a huge and expensive dual-record system or a pro
spective study. It was possible to estimate the completeness of
registration by revisiting the households in the PAPCHILD
and DHS surveys where a child death in the recent period had
been reported, by asking whether the death had been registered, and, if so, by searching for that record in the local health
bureau. We also administered a verbal autopsy questionnaire
while in the field. We then used the estimates of completeness
to adjust published mortality rates from registered deaths.

METHODS
Selection of Cases
The PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys were both national in
scope.2 From the PAPCHILD survey we selected all deaths
2. Actually thc fronticr provinccs. which havc a vcry small population
(1% o f thc national total), wcrc cxcludcd from both.

= EDHS

of children reported as born in the five years before the interview date. We chose this cutoff because the quality of reporting of deaths is known to decline with time since the
event (Sullivan, Bicego, and Rutstein 1990) and because our
interest focused on mortality in the recent period. With this
procedure, deaths to persons age 4 are available only for the
year before the survey, while infant deaths are available for
each year; thus the age distribution of deaths is weighted toward infants. To adjust mortality under age 5 , we stratified
the data by age group. The criterion used for selection of
deaths from the EDHS survey was slightly different: From
this survey we selected all deaths in the five years before the
survey for all children under age 5 . Figure 1 is a Lexis diagram showing the age groups and time periods covered for
the selected deaths from the two surveys. The wider criterion used for selection from EDHS data allowed for the
greatest possible overlap with PAPCHILD data, and thus for
the largest possible sample size for 1987-1990.
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When the study was proposed in early 1992, it was estimated that the data from the two surveys (627 deaths in
PAPCHILD and approximately 800 in DHS) would provide
a 95% confidence interval of k 0.02 around the observed proportion registered. Estimates for subgroups by age, region of
residence, and other characteristics would have wider confidence limits, so we considered the combined data from the
two surveys to be essential. For selected deaths, we prepared
lists from the original survey questionnaires with information on name of the deceased, the parents’ names, the address, dates of birth and death, and age.at death.
Study Instruments
The pretested questionnaire included verbal autopsy modules
for each major cause of death.3 Age at death was asked and
recorded in days for ages under one month, in months for
ages under one year, and then in years. The interviewers then
inquired whether the death had been notified; if so, they
asked whether the death certificate was available. If the certificate was produced, the registration data were copied, including the address of the health bureau where the event was
recorded. Even when there was no death certificate, however,
if the parent or caretaker said that the death was registered,
the interviewers asked the date of the registration and the
address of the health bureau. This information was essential
for searching the registration record in the second phase of
the work.
We designed a special form for checking vital registration. The top section contained information from the survey
questionnaire that was necessary for locating the record, including the name of the deceased child, the names of the
mother and father, the date of death, and the office where the
event was reported as registered. The bottom section was
completed if the registration record was located; this portion
included dates of death and registration, sex of the .child,
place of registration, and the registered cause of death.
Interviewers and Fieldwork
We selected 24 female CAPMAS staff members with experience in fieldwork as well as eight field supervisors, a field
coordinator, and a technical supervisor. The preferred respondent in a household was the mother of the deceased
child. Training for the verbal autopsy was conducted over a
two-week period.
For the work of searching vital registration after the collection of the survey data was complete, we trained eight
male supervisors and one female; because the visits involved
health bureaus rather than households, male staff members
were refer red.^ We prepared a list of cases in which the
mother or caretaker reported notifying a health bureau of the
death. The interviewers were trained to search using the
3 . Wc conductcd a onc-wcck prctcst o f thc qucstionnairc in Cairo us
ing IO intcrvicwcrs; thc qucstionnairc subscqucntly was modificd for the
main survcy. Thc Arabic and English vcrsions of thc final qucstionnaircs
arc availablc from thc authors.
4. Bccausc thc work involvcd travcl alonc in all parts of thc country. i t
was fclt inappropriatc to havc fcinalc staff in thcsc positions.
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name of the deceased child, mother’s and father’s names and
date of death. Interviewers searched through records within
one year of the reported date of death, and often searched
more widely. If the record was located, the interviewer completed the special registration form described above.
The fieldwork began in November 1992; a total of 627
PAPCHILD and 774 EDHS questionnaires were sent into the
field. The searches for records in health bureaus began in
August 1993; 434 visits in all were made to the health bureaus in attempts to trace 810 death records. Although the
supervisors were not instructed to revisit the household of
the deceased child if they could not locate the record they
were seeking in the health bureau, they did so in many cases
to ask whether the death in fact had been notified or whether
the registration actually had taken place in a different office.
In some cases the supervisors were given the name of another health bureau and found the death registered there; in
other cases they did not. Unfortunately the data collection
system did not capture details of these multiple searches, so
it is impossible to quantify them.
Reinterviews
In early 1994 we attempted reinterviews for a purposive
sample of 498 cases. We did this in order to allow more precise classification of cause of death for cases with ambiguous information in the verbal autopsy portion of the questionnaire. In addition, the reinterviewer asked again about
notification status of the death. In cases where the mother
alone was the respondent in the original interview, the
reinterviewer interviewed both the father and the mother together, if possible, or the mother and some other adult family member. This was done because we had observed in preliminary tabulations that the reported notification rate was
lower if only the mother was present at the interview than if
both parents were present. (See below.)
Data Processing, Definition of Completeness, and
Statistical Analyses
Data entry from the questionnaires, the health bureau forms,
and the reinterviews was conducted with the EPI-INFO computer program (Dean 1990). We made range and consistency
checks; a unique identifier for each case allowed matching
of the separate files. Data on three maternal characteristicsage, parity, and years of schooling-were obtained from the
PAPCHILD and DHS survey organizations. From the original and reinterview data we computed consistency of reports
on notification of the death.
For the analysis, as the estimate of completeness of registration, we choose to use the percentage of deaths reported
as notified rather than the percentage of deaths with confirmed registration. We do so because a death report might
not have been located for multiple reasons: The respondent
might have named the wrong health bureau, the reported date
of death andtor name of the deceased might have been far
from the actual date andlor name, and so on. Because the
percentage of events reported as notified is uniformly higher
than the percentage with confirmed registration, use of the
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TABLE1. SUMMARY RESULTS (COUNTS) FOR THE
PAPCHILD AND EDHS DEATHS

Survey

Item

Both Surveys PAPCHILD

Deaths Given for
Interview
1,401
Excluded Cases
107
Family not located
31
Age out of range
24
Discovered to be stillbirth 37
Refusal
2
Injury deaths that were
not asked’about
notification
13
Cases Available
for Analyses
1,294
Percentage of
Total Cases
(92)

EDHS

627

774

56

51

20

11
13

11
12
0

25

13

0

571

723

2

(93)

former could be interpreted as placing an upper bound on
the level of registration. (Consequences of this choice are
considered in the “discussion” section.) Henceforth we abbreviate “reported notified” as “notified.”
Covariates chosen for study of possible association with
levels of notification include age of the child at death, year
of death, sex of the child, place of residence (urban or rural),
region of residence (Upper Egypt, Lower Egypt, or Urban
Governorates), and three maternal characteristics: age (< 30
and 30+), parity (1, 2-3, and 4+), and schooling (none,
some). For statistical testing we employed simple chi-square
statistics for cross-tabulations and z-tests for differences in
proportions of deaths n ~ t i f i e dLogistic
.~
regression was used
to estimate adjusted linear effects of selected covariates on
the log odds of the probability that the death was notified
(SAS Institute 1990). Variables showing a significant bivariate association were included in the initial model; to assess
the significance of each variable we used the chi-square test
for the difference of log likelihoods for models fit with and
without the variable. Interaction terms for all pairs of significant variables were tested in an analogous fashion. We
calculated odds ratios and their 95% confidence intervals in
the usual manner (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989).

,

5. The PAPCHILD sainplc was sclf-wcighting; thc EDHS was not.
When wc compared the distributions of charactcristics in Tablc 2 using both
the weighted and unwcightcd samplcs. howcvcr, thc distributions wcrc
close. Using the weightcd sample changcd thc estimate of the overall proportion notified by lcss than .5%; thus to simplify data proccssing, wc givc
the unweightcd rcsults. Also, though thc PAPCHILD and thc EDHS cm
ployed clustcr samplcs, wc Safcly ignorcd clustcr cffccts bccausc thc numr
bcr of cascs per cluster was very small rclativc to thc numbcr of clusters. In.
the EDHS, for cxamplc, cach of thc 266 PSUs had onc to ninc deaths, or an
avcragc of only thrce deaths pcr clustcr.

RESULTS
With the selection criteria described above, 1,401 infant and
child deaths were available for study (Table 1). Eight percent of these cases were excluded from the analyses for reasons shown,‘ so most analyses covered 1,294 cases.
Table 2 shows the distribution of the deaths included in
the study according to selected characteristics. By design
(Figure 1) the PAPCHILD deaths occurred earlier in calendar time than the EDHS deaths. More than three-quarters of
the deaths were to infants; as noted above, however, this is
an overestimate of the proportion of infant deaths to all
deaths under age 5 in a birth cohort because the design used
for the selection of PAPCHILD deaths oversampled infants.
(See Figure 1.) Sixty percent of the deaths occurred in Upper Egypt, and 67% of the mothers had no schooling. In contrast with these figures, only 35% of the surveyed population of women lived in Upper Egypt, and only 52% of all
ever-married women in the surveys had no schooling (AbdelAzeem et ai. 1993; El-Zanaty et al. 1993).
Deaths Reported as Notified and Records Found
in the Health Bureaus
In only 64% of the cases did respondents say that they had
notified the authorities of the death (Table 3). Only 18% of
these respondents were able to produce a copy of the death
certificate. In some cases, particularly among early neonatal
deaths, the respondent said that there was neither a birth nor
a death registration. The percentage of notified deaths increased slightly but not significantly for years closer to the
present. The levels of notification of male and female deaths
did not differ significantly.
We found a marked difference, however, in the percentage of deaths notified by age at death (Figure 2): Only 35%
of neonatal deaths were notified, in contrast to about 90% of
deaths above one year of age. We also found large and significant differences in notification rates according to place
of residence. The lowest rates were found in rural areas and
in Upper Egypt. Levels of notification differed significantly
by mother’s educational level and age; more highly educated
and older women had higher notification rates. Most (77%)
of the respondents were mothers of the deceased children.
The percentage of deaths reported as notified was lower in
such cases than when the father alone or both the father and

6. Wc cxcludcd 107 cascs for the following rcasons: ( I ) Thc intcrvicwcrs wcrc unablc to locatc thc family ( n = 31), prcsuinably bccausc a migration had takcn placc or bccausc thc addrcss spccificd on thc original survey
form was incomplctc; (2) Thc child was found to bc born bcforc thc,bcgin-ning of thc pcriod of study or to havc dicd at an agc abovc fivc ycars ( n =
24); (3) Thc mothcr at thc tiinc of thc vcrbal autopsy intcrvicw said that thc
prcgnancy actually tcrminatcd in a stillbirth rathcr than in a livc-born child
who dicd soon thcrcaftcr ( n = 37); (4) Two rcspondcnts rcfuscd; ( 5 ) Bccausc
of an crror in thc skip pattcrn in the vcrbal autopsy qucstionnairc uscd for
thc PAPCHILD intcrvicws, mothcrs of childrcn who wcrc reported to havc
dicd bccausc of injury wcrc not askcd about notification of thc dcath ( n =
13). Wc corrcctcd this problcin bcforc thc intcrvicwsfroin thc EDHS sample
wcrc conductcd.
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TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DEATHS UNDER AGE 5 FROM PAPCHILD AND EDHS BY SE,
LECTED CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics
All deaths
(No. of deaths)
Year of Birth
c 1987

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Both
Surveys PAPCHILD

EDHS

100
(571)

100
(723)

15
26
22
21
15
1
0

7
11
22
19
17
17
7

4
11
22
22
21
12
8

10
19
24
23
21
3
0

0
5
20
21
21
19
14

78
1391

83
1431
(401
23
3
1
1

75
[361
1391
14
5
4
2

100
(1,294)

11
18
22
20
16
10
4

”

Year of Death

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
Age at Death
Infant
Neonatal
Post-neonatal
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years

WI
13
4
3
2

Place of Residence
Urban
Rural

23
77

21.
79

25
75

Region of Residence
Upper Egypt
Urban Governorates
Lower Egypt

60
9
31

61
6
33

58
12
30

20
34
45

20
31
49

20
38
42

50
50

53
47

48
52

67
33

71
29

64
36

Parity of Mother

1
2-3
4 or more
Age of Mother
e 30

30+
Schooling of Mother
None
Some

the mother were respondent(s), though the differences were
not statistically significant 0,= .08).
Of the deaths that were reported as notified, the interviewers were able to trace only 69% in the health bureau that
the respondent(s) indicated as the place of registration (last
two columns of Table 3). Neonatal deaths were the least
likely to be found. The percentage of events notified in urban areas was higher than in rural areas, whereas the percentage of notified deaths that could be traced was lower in
urban areas. Also, younger women had a significantly lower
rate of notification than older women, but the percentage of
notified events that were found was significantly higher for
younger women; thus the overall percentage of deaths with
confirmed registration was virtually the same for the two age
groups.
We fit a logistic regression model to predict the odds of
notification, using the five significant predictors from Table
3: age at death, place of residence, region of residence,
mother’s age, and mother’s schooling. Four of these had significant effects in the final model (Table 4); none of the interactions was significant. Among the covariates, residence
in an urban governorate is associated with the greatest increase in the odds of notification (odds ratio = 3.45). The
coefficient for child’s .age applies to each month. Thus, for
example, to estimate the odds ratio of notification for the
death of an 18-month-old relative to the odds for the death
of a one-month-old, we find exp[.16(18 - l)] = 15.2. This
estimate matches closely the observed crude odds ratio of
notification for deaths at 12-59 months versus neonatal
deaths from Table 3 (Le.) (.89/.11)/(.35/.65) = 15.0).

Reinterviews
Ninety-seven percent of the 498 attempted reinterviews were
completed. Although 92% of reports on notification were
consistent, in 26 (of 243) cases the respondents said in the
original interview that they had not notified the death, but
said in the reinterview that they had done so; parallel to this
discrepancy, 12 of 241 respondents changed their responses
in the opposite direction (first line of Table 5 ) . Yet, when the
interviewer searched different health bureaus for eight of the
26 new reports of notification, not one record was found.
Sixty percent of the reinterviews were held with different respondent(s) than in the original interview; often this
was done by design, as noted in the “methods” section.
Mothers alone constituted 93% of those with the same
respondent(s) each time. The responses on notification were
less consistent if the respondents were not the same in the
two interviews (96% versus 87%). The responses were
slightly more consistent for infant deaths than for deaths of
children age 1-4 years. Statistical tests are inappropriate because the reinterviews were a nonrandom sample.
Using the original and the reinterview data, one can derive several revised estimates of the completeness of death
reporting. At the one extreme, any report of notification
could be assumed correct. At the other, only cases with reports of notification at both interviews could be considered
accurate. Another alternative is to restrict consideration to

’
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TABLE 3. PERCENTAGE OF DEATHS NOTIFIEDAND PERCENTAGE FOUND IN THE HEALTH BUREAUS,
BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics
All Deaths

Percentage
Found in
Overall
Percentage Bureaus of Percentage
No. of Reported
Notified
Confirmed
Deaths as Notified
Deaths Registration
1,294

Year of Death
< 1988
199
1988
285
1989
282
1990
270
1991
154
1992
104
Sex of Infant
665
Male
Female
62
Age at Death
Infant
1,015
15061
Neonatal
Postneonatal [509]
12-59 months
279
Place of Residence
301
Urban
Rural
993
Region of Residence
770
Upper Egypt
Urban
Governorates 121
Lower Egypt
403
Respondent
999
Mother alone
Father alone
45
Mother and father 141
Other
109
Parity of Mother"
1
164
2-3
424
626
4 or more
Age of Mother"
< 30
618
30+
596
Schooling of Mother"
789
None
Some
425

64

69

FIGURE 2. PERCENTAGE OF DEATHS NOTIFIED BY AGE
GROUP
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' p c .05 for test of null hypothesis of homogeneous percentages
" p c .01 for test of null hypothesis of homogeneous percentages

*For 80 cases it was impossible to match parity, age, and education.
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cases with consistency in reports between the original interview and the reinterview. A final alternative, attractive for
its simplicity, is to ignore the reinterview and merely use reports of notification from the original survey. These varying
methods produce the different estimates of completeness
shown in Table 6.' The estimates based on consistent reports
are quite close to the estimates based on data from only the
original survey. Thus we use the latter for the adjustment of
mortality described below.
Mortality
Estimates of infant mortality from national vital registration
data are displayed in the first column of Table 7. We used
results from the present study to generate the estimates in
the second column. Because we did not find a significant
time trend in the percentage of deaths notified, ,the adjustment of mortality in each year is the same.
The direct estimates of mortality from the PAPCHILD
and EDHS surveys were 59 and 62 per 1,000 respectively;
the average of these estimates is 21% below the level estimated in this study.R
Estimates of child mortality (Jkf,) and the probabilities
of death (4ql and 5qo)are shown in Table 8. Because the notification rate for child deaths is higher than the rate for infant
7. Thc rncthods for dcriving rcviscd cstiinatcs of complctcncss with
thc intcrvicw-rcintcrvicw rcsults arc illustratcd by giving thc calculations
for infants. The data arc takcn from Table S.'Undcr thc assumption that any
rcport of notification in either intcrvicw is corrcct, 63%,='57%x [( 164 + 6 +
19)/394]/(170/394). For thc cstimatc with only consistent rcports, 59% =
57% x (1 64/369)/( 1701394). Whcn only rcports of notification at both intcr
vicws arc takcn, wc havc 55%. = 57% x (164/394)/(170/394).
8. If only consistcnt rcports arc uscd for thc adjustincnt, thcn thc avcragc of thc PAPCHILD and thc EDHS cstiinatcs falls 17% bclow thc adjustcd mortality Icvcl.

.
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TABLE 4. ODDS RATIO ESTIMATES FROM LOGISTIC RE
GRESSION FOR PREDICTION OF NOTIFICATION
OF THE INFANT OR CHILD DEATH
Odds Ratio

Variable and Category Coefficient

Point
Estimate

95%
Confidence
Interval

Region of Residence
(Ref = Upper Egypt)
Urban Governorates
Lower Egypt

1.25
0.45

3.45
1.56

(1.76, 6.93)
(1.17, 2.08)

Place of Residence
(Ref = Rural)
Urban area

0.82

2.27

(1.52, 3.39)

Education of mother
(Ref = No Schooling)
Some schooling

0.43

1.54

(1.15, 2.06)

Age at Death
(in Months)

0.16

1.17

(1.14, 1.20)

-0.74

0.48

(0.38, 0.60)

Constant

‘The difference in -2 log likelihood between the model with only the
intercept and the model with the intercept and covariates is 293.4 (df =
5), so p e .001 for the test of the null hypothesis of no covariate effects.
deaths, the CAPMAS child mortality estimates are closer to
the adjusted estimates than are those for infant mortality. The
average adjusted value is 17% above the CAPMAS estimate
and 14% above the average of the estimates from EDHS and
PAPCHILD. The estimates for sqo combine the infant and
child mortality rates. During the four year period, the adjusted estimate of sqo is 50% above the CAPMAS estimate
and 20% above the average of the direct estimates from the
two surveys.

DISCUSSION
Egypt is fortunate to have estimates of infant and child mortality from a variety of sources including national surveys,
vital registration, and indirect estimates from census data on
numbers of children ever born and children surviving. Figure 3 shows various estimates for the period 1970-1991: direct estimates from three national demographic surveys
(PAPCHILD, DHS- 1, and EDHS), indirect estimates from
the same surveys (and the World Fertility Survey of 1980),9
unadjusted vital registration, and vital registration adjusted
9. We dcrivcd indircct cstiinatcs as follows: Thc ratio of thc incan nuinber of childrcn dcad to the incan numbci of childrcn born for woincn agc
30-34 in cach of thc survcys was convcrtcd to an cstiinatc of rynby using
thc Trusscl variation of thc Brass incthod (Unitcd Nations 1983). Wc used
the Wcst Modcl Lifc Tablcs of Coalc and Dcmcny for scxcs combincd to
find the corrcsponding lcvcl of ,yoaftcr intcrpolation bctwccn Icvcls. The
Iyo estiinatcs wcrc providcd by Kcn Hill (Hill, Pandc, and Joncs forthcoming).
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TABLE 5. CONSISTENCY OF REPORTS IN THE ORIGINAL
AND IN REINTERVIEW, REGARDING NOTIFICATION OF THE DEATH, BY RESPONDENT(S) AT
THE TWO INTERVIEWS AND AGE OF THE DECEASED
Reports on Notification
Consistent
Reports

Differing
Reports

NoNo

Yes- NoNo Yes

All
Reports

YesNo

All Reinterviews

484

229

217

12

Respondents at the
Two lnterviewsSame respondent
Different respondent

197287

121
108

69
148

3
9

4 .
22

Age of the Deceased
Infant
1-4 years

394
90

164
65

205
12

6
6

19
7

~~

~~

26

by factors derived from the current study.’O The general
downward trend in mortality is clear. As is evident from the
figure, vital registration estimates are far too low; this is due
to underregistration of deaths. The direct and the indirect survey estimates are close. The adjusted registration estimates
from the present study are slightly above those from the
EDHS for the most recent period and are considerably above
those from the PAPCHILD survey.”
An objective of this study was to document the levels
and differentials of underregistration of deaths in the country. We found a marked pattern by age: Only 35% of neonatal deaths were reported as notified. Earlier investigations at
the national level had only estimated completeness for all infant deaths. A study in Fayoum Governorate in Upper Egypt,
however, found a 27% completeness rate of vital registration
for neonatal deaths by checking with prospective records collected by traditional birth attendants (Mohamed 1990). The
same study found 87% completeness for postneonatal deaths;
the national estimate for this age group, based on the present
study, was 78%. In another study, conducted in Menofia
Governorate, a check of civil registrations for prospectively
identified deaths showed that 16 of 17 neonatal deaths and
IO. Othcr authors havc calculated adjustment factors for ratcs from
vital rcgistration using indirect cstiinatcs dcrivcd from the ccnsus data of
1976 and 1986 (Bucht and El-Badry 1986; CAPMAS 1989; National Acadciny of Scicnccs 1982). Thcsc cstiinatcs, howcvcr, typically suffcr from inaccuracies in agc rcports and omission of dcaths in the ccnsus rcports; thus
thcy yicld low cstiinatcs (c.g.. an infant mortality rate of 60 pcr 1,000 in
1987) rclativc to indircct cstimatcs dcrived from the survey data.
1 I . All of thc direct cstimatcs from the survcys inay be too low bc
cause of heaping of agc-at-death reports at 12 months, outsidc the infant
category. In DHS-2 for cxainplc, thc counts of deaths reported at 11, 12, and
13 months wcrc 65, 458, and 23 rcspcctivcly.
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TABLE 6. ESTIMATES OF PERCENTAGECOMPLETENESS
USING DIFFERENT METHODS FOR UTILIZING
INFORMATION FROM THE INTERVIEW
REINTERVIEW MATCHED DATA"

TABLE 7. INFANT MORTALITY RATES (PER 1,000) FROM
REGISTERED DEATHS, ADJUSTED RATES USING RESULTS FROM THE PRESENT STUDY, AND
DIRECT ESTIMATES FROM RECENT SURVEYS

Data Used to Estimate Level
of Notification (Completeness)

CAPMAS
Unadjusted

Notification Report of
Only Reports
Only of Notification
Reports from Notification
Original
in Either Consistent at Both
Age Group Survey Only Interview Reports Interviews

Year

IMR"

Adjusted by
the Present
Stud$' (57%)

45
43
40
38

76
70
66

42

73

57

63

59

55

1987
1988
1989
1990

89

100

95

81

Average

'

Infants
1-4 Years

..

'See footnote 7 for details of the methods for deriving the estimates.

25 of 95 under-5 deaths were not registered (Langsten and
Hill 1994). For children age 1-4 years at death in our study,
89% were reported as notified. Thus all three studies show
that vital registration estimates of neonatal mortality need a
much larger adjustment factor than do estimates of mortality
for.later ages.
Two other factors must be considered in judging the accuracy of the adjusted estimates of infant and child mortality
from the present study: underregistration of surviving births
and omission of deaths in the PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys.12 Insofar as surviving births are underregistered, the
mortality estimates presented here will be high. It is widely
accepted by Egyptian demographers, however, that birth registration is virtually complete for those who survive the first
month of life. Thus such an adjustment is probably no more
than 1 to 3%.t3
Regarding the second factor, namely missed deaths in the
PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys, the adjusted mortality estimates presented here would still be accurate if the probability
that the event was registered was identical for the omitted
deaths and for those found in the survey. On the other hand,
the estimates would be too low if the omitted deaths were also
more likely not to have been registered than the deaths that
were reported in the surveys. Because early neonatal deaths
are most likely to be missed in demographic surveys and because we have seen that a disproportionate fraction of neonatal deaths were not notified, the second condition is more
likely to be true. This is the classical situation of the ChandraSekar Deming technique, in which the probabilities that an

12. Thc effccts of inisrcporting of agc must also bc considcrcd. Wc
used age at dcath rcportcd in thc survcy in conjunction with notification
status to adjust age-spccific mortality from vital rcgistratiqn. A inatchcd
comparison of agcs of dcath rcportcd in thc survcy with thosc rcportcd in
thc registers (n = 55 I ) shows that 90% of thosc classificd as infant dcaths in
thc survey wcrc so classificd in thc rcgistcrs. Similarly, 90% of infant dcaths
according to thc rcgistcrs wcrc also classificd as infant dcath in thc survcy.
13. For cxainplc, the National Acadciny of Scicnccs (1982, Table 7)
estimated all births (including thosc dying in infancy) to bc 96.4% coinplctc
for the nation for thc pcriod 1972-1975.

Direct
Survey
Estimates

79
'

59 =
62d
61

'From CAPMAS tabulations (CAPMAS 1993).
reports of notification at the first interview.
'PAPCHILD estimate for 1986-1991.
dEDHSestimate for 1988-1992.

event is missed are not independent in the two separate recording systems (Chandra-Sekar and Deining 1949).
Under the extreme assumption that all of those missed
in the survey were also missed by the registration system,
the factor for additional adjustment of the mortality rate is
equal to the reciprocal of the proportion found by the
PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys: For example, if 10% are
missed by the survey, the factor is 1.0/0.9. It is uncertain how
far mortality needs to be further adjusted upward because of
this underreporting in both the surveys and the registers, but
it seems doubtful that the surveys missed more than 5% of
deaths; thus the additional adjustment would be minor.
One could argue that the adjustment factor for mortality
should be even higher than that given here because only 69%
of the deaths reported as notified were actually found in the
health bureaus. Without a computerized system of death registration, however, an exhaustive search for death records
was impossible; therefore, not finding the death record in the
health bureau does not necessarily imply an omission. Consequently, to be conservative in estimating underregistration,
we accepted the family's report of notification as the level of
registration. In this regard, a consistent report on notification was given in the reinterview for 92% of deaths. This
proportion is quite high when we consider that the interviews
were conducted four to seven years after the event. Also, the
reinterviews were held 4 to 14 months after the first interview, and were conducted with the same respondents only
40% of the time.
In the other direction, it is possible (though unlikely)
that the level of registration is higher than the reported level
of notification. Some households may have registered the
death, but the mother and/or father or caretaker did not understand the question in the interview or did not know that
the death had been regi~tered.'~
Given the high interview14 Unfortunatcly wc did not collcct inforination on who rcportcd the
dcath to thc hcalth officc.
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TABLE 8. CHILD AND UNDER-5 MORTALITY (DEATHS PER 1,000) ESTIMATED FROM REGISTRATION DATA, FROM
ADJUSTMENTS OF THE PRESENT STUDY, AND FROM DIRECT ESTIMATES OF RECENT SURVEYS

Child Mortality Rate
Adjusted
by
CAPMAS Present
Unadjusted Study

Year

1987
1988
1989
1990

7.4
6.7
6.1
4.9
6.3

Average

Estimated 5qo

Estimated4q,s
Adjusted
by
Direct
CAPMAS Present
Survey
Unadjusted Study
Estimates

8.3
7.5
6.9
5.5
7.1

29
26
24
19
24

33
29
27
22
28

Adjusted
by
CAPMAS Present
Unadjusted Study

24.3
24.8

73
68
63
56
65

24.6

Direct
Survey
Estimates

109
103
95
87
99

84.8
81.9
83.4

"Values of p91are derived by using the equation 491= 4 x ,Ml/[l
+ 4 x (1 -,a,) x4Ml],where 4alhas the value of .4 (Chiang 1984).

FIGURE 3. INFANT MORTALITY ESTIMATES FOR EGYPT OVER TIME, BY SOURCE OF ESTIMATE
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FIGURE4. DIAGRAM SHOWING POSSIBLE OUTCOMES
FOR ALL UNDER-5 DEATHS TO WOMEN IN THE
PAPCHILDAND DHS SURVEYS IN RELATIONTO
DEATH REPORTS IN VITAL REGISTRATION,THE
SURVEYS, AND THE FOLLOW-UP VERBAL AUTOPSY INTERVIEW

A

B + D,
m1-3

B

C
D

-1

Qa

+ D,

KEY
Deaths,that were neither registered nor
reported in the survey
Registered deaths
Deaths reported in the survey
Registered deaths not reported in the
survey
Deaths reported in the survey but
neither registered nor reported as
notified in the verbal autopsy interview
Deaths registered, reported in the
survey and reported as notified in the
verbal autopsy interview
Deaths registered and reported in the
survey but not reported as notified in
the verbal autopsy interview
Deaths reported in the survey and
reported as notified but not actually
registered
Deaths reported as notified in the
verbal autopsy interview ,

‘Underlined quantities were estimated directly in this study.

reinterview consistency, however, this effect probably would
be small, if it exists.
As a summary, Figure 4 shows the possible categories in
regard to reporting for under-5 deaths to women who took
part in the PAPCHILD and EDHS surveys. The figure includes the distinction between whether or not deaths reported
in the original surveys were reported as notified in the follow-up verbal autopsy interview. The diagram is useful for
conceptualizing the possible outcomes, but because most of

the quantities were unobserved, the relative sizes (areas) of
the components remain unknown.
Neonatal deaths are grossly underregistered in tge Egyptian vital registration system. Because these constitute a large
proportion of infant deaths and are often due to congenital
causes, birth trauma, or tetanus, both the level and the causeof-death distribution for registered infant deaths are distorted. To increase coverage of these deaths, innovative approaches are needed. As the proportion of births delivered in
health facilities increases above 25% (El-Zanaty et al. 1993),
the level of registration of infant deaths will improve.
Infant death registration in Egypt is listed as complete
(above 90% coverage) by the United Nations (1994). The
data presented here, however, lead us to question this classification. The age pattern of underregistration documented in
this study is common in developing nations. A study in
Thailand (Lumbiganon et al. 1990), for example, found
45% of infant deaths missed by the registration system; in
most of these cases the death occurred before the birth had
been registered. Registration of neonatal deaths must be improved.
Accurate mortality data in developing nations are needed
for evaluation of health intervention programs (e.g., Foster
1993). In Egypt the national programs for controlling
diarrheal diseases and acute respiratory infections both rely
on mortality data to judge their effectiveness (e.g., El-Rafia
et al. 1990; Rashad 1992). Typical demographic and health
surveys can provide reasonable estimates of infant and child
mortality, but sample sizes are far too small to allow detection of changes in cause-specific mortality; for this purpose
we need rates based on registered events. From this perspective, further efforts to improve coverage of vital registration
are clearly warranted.
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